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Attention is all you need
Md Mehrab Tanjim

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/seminar/details/lkaiser.pdf

Recap: Sequence to sequence
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Recap: Sequence to sequence
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Recap: Sequence to sequence w/ attention

Recap: Sequence to sequence w/ attention
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Recap: Sequence to sequence w/ attention

But how can we calculate the scores?
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Score

Query (Q) Key (K)

Value (V)

Recap: Sequence to sequence w/ attention
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What functions can be used to calculate the score?

1. Additive attention
a. Computes the compatibility function using a feed-forward network with a single hidden layer

1. Dot-product (multiplicative) attention
a. Dot-product attention is much faster and more space-efficient in practice, since it can be 

implemented using highly optimized matrix multiplication code (used in transformer, explained 
here)

Dot-product (multiplicative) attention
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Dot-product (multiplicative) attention

Dot-product (multiplicative) attention
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Why divide by square root of dk ?

Scaling Factor

Problem: Additive attention outperforms dot product attention without scaling for 
larger values of dk.

Cause: Dot products grow large in magnitude, pushing the softmax function into 
regions where it has extremely small gradients. For example, if the components of 
q and k are independent random variables with mean 0 and variance 1, then their 
dot product has mean 0 and variance dk.

Solution: To counteract this effect, scale the dot products by 1/√dk
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Complexity

Self-Attention

Attention between encoder and decoder is crucial in NMT

Why not use only (self-)attention for the representations? 

If we can use self-attention in encoder and decoder, we can avoid using 
sequence aligned RNNs or convolution, and thus reduce the computational 

complexity.
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Self Attention

?

Self Attention
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Three ways of Attention

Encoder Self Attention

● Each position in the encoder can attend to all positions in the previous layer 
of the encoder.

● All of the keys, values, and queries come from the same place, in this case, 
the output of the previous layer in the encoder.
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Decoder Self Attention

● Similarly, self-attention layers in the decoder 
allow each position in the decoder to attend to 
all positions in the decoder up to and including 
that position.

● To preserve the auto-regressive property, 
mask out (setting to −∞) all values in the input 
of the softmax which correspond to illegal 
connections. 

Notice any difference from Convolution?
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Self-attention

● Convolution: A different linear transformation for each relative position. Allows 
to distinguish what information came from where. 

● Self-Attention: A transformation for all position. But it also means it will have a 
reduced effective resolution due to averaging attention-weighted positions. 

Multi-head Attention

● Multiple attention layers (heads) in parallel (shown by different colors)

● Each head uses different linear transformations. 

● Different heads can learn different relationships.
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Multi-head Attention

Multi-head Attention

● Authors employed, h = 8 parallel attention layers, or heads. For 
each of these, dk = dv = dmodel/h = 64.

● Due to the reduced dimension of each head, the total 
computational cost is similar to that of single-head attention with 
full dimensionality
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Multi-head Attention

● Multi-head attention allows the model to jointly attend to information from 
different representation subspaces at different positions.

● With a single attention head, averaging inhibits this.
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But it does not have position information 
like we have in RNN! 

Positional Encoding
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Positional Encoding

A real example of positional encoding for 20 words (rows) with an embedding size of 512 (columns). You can see that it appears 
split in half down the center. That's because the values of the left half are generated by one function (which uses sine), and the 
right half is generated by another function (which uses cosine). They're then concatenated to form each of the positional 
encoding vectors.

Why this function

● Authors hypothesized it would allow the model to easily learn to attend by 
relative positions, since for any fixed offset k, PEpos+k can be represented as a 
linear function of PEpos.

● Authors also experimented with using learned positional embeddings instead, 
and found that the two versions produced nearly identical results. 

● Authors chose the sinusoidal version because it may allow the model to 
extrapolate to sequence lengths longer than the ones encountered during 
training. 
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Position-wise Feed-Forward Networks

● In addition to attention sub-layers, each of the layers in encoder and decoder contains a fully 
connected feed-forward network, which is applied to each position separately and identically. 

● This consists of two linear transformations with a ReLU activation in between. 

● While the linear transformations are the same across different positions, they use different 
parameters from layer to layer. 

● Another way of describing this is as two convolutions with kernel size 1. 

Layer Normalization

Layer Normalization is applied to output of each 
sub-layer:

LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x))

where Sublayer(x) = Self-attention/Feed 
Forward
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Layer Normalization

● The key limitation of batch normalization is that it is dependent on the mini-
batch.

● In a recurrent neural network, the recurrent activations of each time-step will 
have different statistics. This means that we have to fit a separate batch 
normalization layer for each time-step. This makes the model more 
complicated and – more importantly – it forces us to store the statistics for 
each time-step during training.

Layer Normalization
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Layer Normalization

● In layer normalization, the statistics are computed across each feature and 
are independent of other examples.

● The independence between inputs means that each input has a different 
normalization operation, allowing arbitrary mini-batch sizes to be used.

● The experimental results show that layer normalization performs well for 
recurrent neural networks.

● As there are multiple heads, layer normalization is applied to each head 
individually.

Full Stack
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Complexity

Complexity

● To improve computational performance for tasks involving very long 
sequences, self-attention could be restricted to considering only a 
neighborhood of size r in the input sequence centered around the respective 
output position. This would increase the maximum path length to O(n/r).

● Similar to convolutional layer. A single convolutional layer with kernel width k 
< n does not connect all pairs of input and output positions. Doing so requires 
a stack of O(n/k) convolutional layers in the case of contiguous kernels.
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Complexity

Experiments

Dataset:

● WMT 2014 English-German dataset consisting of about 4.5 million sentence 
pairs.

● WMT 2014 English-French dataset consisting of 36M sentences.

Hardware:

● 8 NVIDIA P100 GPUs. 
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Optimizer

Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and  = 
10−9 . 

The learning rate is varied over the course of 
training. This corresponds to increasing the 
learning rate linearly for the first warmup_steps 
(4000) training steps, and decreasing it 
thereafter proportionally to the inverse square 
root of the step number.

Regularization

● Dropout  to the output of each sub-layer, before it is added to the sub-layer 
input and normalized.

● Additional dropout to the sums of the embeddings and the positional 
encodings in both the encoder and decoder stacks. 

● Also employed label smoothing (of value 0.1)
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Experimental Results

Variations

While single-head attention is 
0.9 BLEU worse than the best 
setting, quality also drops off 
with too many heads.

Reducing the attention key size 
dk (B) hurts model quality. This 
suggests that determining 
compatibility is not easy and that 
a more sophisticated 
compatibility function than dot 
product may be beneficial.
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Seems easy right?

Don’t play hero

Tensorflow
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor

mxnet
https://github.com/awslabs/sockeye

PyTorch
https://github.com/jadore801120/attention-is-all-you-
need-pytorch 

Resources:
http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.html
https://mchromiak.github.io/articles/2017/Sep/12/Transfo
rmer-Attention-is-all-you-need/

● ADAM optimizer with learning rate 
proportional to (step-0.5) 

● Dropout during training at every layer 
just before adding residual 

● Label smoothing 

● Auto-regressive decoding with beam 
search and length penalties 

● Checkpoint-averaging 
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Can Transformer model be generalized 
for other tasks?

English Constituency Parsing

● The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of the Penn Treebank, about 40K 
training sentences.

● Trained it in a semi-supervised setting, using the larger high-confidence and 
BerkleyParser corpora from with approximately 17M sentences.

● A vocabulary of 16K tokens for the WSJ only setting and a vocabulary of 32K 
tokens for the semi-supervised setting. 

● A 4-layer transformer with dmodel = 1024 
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Result

Outside NMT
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Can you think of some tasks where it 
fails?

Some limitations

1. Images still like CNN models
2. Copying 
3. Unable to generalize to unseen length of sequence.
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Thanks


